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The Intemational Development Research Centre is a public corporation created 
by the Parliament of Canada in 1970 to support teclmical and policy research 
designed to adapt science and technology to the needs of developing countries. 
The Centre's five prograrn sectors are Envirotunent and Natural Resources, Social 
Sciences, He,alth Sciences, /nformation Sciences and Systems, and Corporate 
Affairs and Initiatives. The Centre's funds are provided by the Parliament of 
Canada; IDRC's policies, however, are set by an intemational Board of Gover- 
nors. The Centre's headquarters are in Ottawa, Canada. Regional offices are 
located in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East. 

Le Centre de recherches pour le développement international, société d'ttat créée 
en 1970 par une loi du Parlement du Canada, a pour mission d'appuyer l'exécu- 
tion de recherches qui, dans le domaine technique et dans celui des politiques, ont 
pour but d'adapter les sciences et la technologie aux besoins des pays en dévelop- 
pement. Ses cinq se.cteurs d'activités sont : l'environnement et les richesses 
naturelles, les sciences sociales, les sciences de la santé, les sciences et systémes 
d'information, et les initiatives et affaires institutiotmelles. Le CRDI est fmancé 
par le Parlement du Canada, mais c'est un conseil des gouverneurs international 
qui en &termine l'orientation et les politiques. Étab/i it Ottawa, au Camada, il a 
des bureaux régionaux en Afrique, en Asie, en Amérique latine et au Moyen- 
Orient. 

El Centro Internacional de Investigaciones para el Desarrollo es una corporación 
pública creada en 1970 por el Parlamento de Canadá en apoyo de la investigación 
técnica y de política concebidas a adaptar la ciencia y la tecnología a las 
necesidades de los países en desarrollo. Los cinco programas sectoriales del 
Centro son Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales, Ciencias Sociales, Ciencias de 
la Salud, Ciencias y Sistemas de la Información, y Asuntos Corporativos e 
Iniciativas. Los fondos del Centro provienen del Parlamento de Canadá; sin 
embargo, las políticas del CDD son trazadas por un Consejo de Gobernadores de 
carácter internacional. La sede del Centro está en Ottawa, Canadá, y sus oficinas 
regionales en América Latina, Africa, Asia y el Medio Oriente. 

This series includes meeting documents, internal reports, and preliminar y technical 
documents that may later form the basis of a formal publication. A Manuscript Report is given a small distribution to a highlv specialized audience. 

La présente série est réservée aux documents issus de colloques, aux rapports internes 
et aux documents techniques susceptibles d'ètre publiés plus tard dans une serie de publi- cations plus soignées. D'un tirage restreint, le rapport manuscrit est destiné A un public très spécialisé. 

Esta serie incluye ponencias de reuniones, informes internos y documentos tecnicos que pueden posteriormente conformar la base de una publicación formal. El informe recibe distribución limitada entre una audiencia altamente especializada. 
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UNFLATTEN A tool every MINISIS 
database manager is looking for 

AGRALIN, the AGRicultural Automated 
Literature Information system of the Netherlands, 
has been a dedicated MINISIS user for more then 
ten years. We serve Dutch agricultural scientists by: 

providing literature using our Integrated 
Library System 

providing SDI services 

acting as a host for online retrieval of 
information 

producing current awareness bulletins. 

AGRALIN is based at the Jan-Kopshuis, which 
accommodates the Library of Wageningen 
Agricultural University and PUDOC, the Centre for 
Agricultural Publishing and Documentation. 

The system we use is c,alled ISOBAS. It was 
developed and is being maintained by the 
computing department of the Jan-Kopshuis. We 
built ISOBAS, using MINISIS and locally developed 
software, of which especially CARDEX and 
LOANS have become well-known products. 

Peter van Boheemen 

We are - and have always been - very pleased with 
MINISIS and its powerful relational possibilities. 
We simply couldn't agree more with the statement 
in Chapter 2.2.3 of the second section of the 
MINISIS Database Manager's Guide: 

The Data Submodel is by far the most complex and 
powerful logical structure within MINISIS. It 
represents a logical combination of two logical 
structures (RD's and PS's) and the physical primary 
data files they represent, according to very specific 
rules. 

We have always felt these words were very true. The 
Data Submodel (DS) is a very powerful structure, 
but the rules according to which a DS record is 

formed are indeed very specific I 

One such rule is described as "the special case of 
'join on fast access, by which a non-repeating field 
in the left-hand component is joined to a field in the 
right-hand component through q fast-access file. In 
such a case, "virtual" flattening occurs, if more than 
one record of the right-hand component is joined. 
The record in the DS that results will be repeated as 
many times as there are records in the right-hand 
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Peter van Boheemen 

component that meet the join criteria. All these 
records will have the same ISN. (Figure 1) 

Figure 1 
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The join rule has two important drawbacks. One 
conc,erns the far more complicated print formats 
that are needed, since many fields are repeated in 
every record but only have to be printed once. The 
major drawback, however, has to do with updating 
these records. It is not possible to modify all the 

Figure 2 
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records in the flattened set through the DS. Entry 
through this DS follows very strict rules. These very 
strict rules have been a problem for us over the last 
few years. What we really wanted was a join in which 
the right-hand component would appear in the join 
as a normal, repeatable subfielded field (Figure 2). 
Moreover we wanted to be able to update this 
subfielded field as one would in any other MINISIS 
Relation Definition (RD) or Projected Subset (PS). 
This is why we decided to develop UNFLATTEN. 

A Case: The ISOBAS LOANS System 

In 1983 Agricultural University Wageningen 
decided to develop a system to register the 
circulation of books. The requirements of this 
system were that it be based on MINISIS and be 
independent of the catalogue database being used. 
This resulted in the ISOBAS LOANS module, a 
system which is so independent of the catalogue that 
it can even run without it. 

The ISOBAS LOANS program controls the records 
of three databases: 

a database with items (boolcs or serial volumes 
or any other item that can be lend out) 

a database with patrons (persons or 
organisations borrowing books, libraries 
lending books) 

a title database (the catalogue) which is only 
used to look up a title connected to an item, 
LOANS will also work without this database. 

Cataloguing was not affected by the system. The 
holding information in the c,ataloguing records was 
copied in the item records. Each cataloguing record 
contained a repeatable subfielde,d field, in which the 
occurrence of every copy, owned by one of the 
participating libraries, was registered. The subfields 
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contained the holding information of each copy 
(Figure 3). 

Figure 3 A cataloguing record 

Good, RE. WIgharn, D.F. Simpson, R.L 
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New York (etc.) Academic Press. 1978. - 378 p. en) Freshwater 
wetland ; ecoIoCand management potential 1977; New 
lbravIck, New 

leek Al 202 
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Gr. S FRE 
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For every copy, an item record was created that also 
contained the holding information (in addition to 
other information about the copy) (see Figure 4.) 

102266 - 
- HAREM Hcb 10 
- 100 
- 

Figure 4 A corresponding item record 

ISNc 50286 
Item barcodec A20000000494589B 
ISN of title record In catalogue( 102266 
This Hem has been lend out 14 times. 
Holding Informationt NATBEH Hdb 80 *241.2 GOO 
Lend out by NATBEH 
Lend out onc 1991-02-25 
Should be returned before 1991-03-13 
Loan can be extended untlic 1991-08-21 

Special procedures were developed to make sure the 
holding information in both databases was the 
same. Over the years it became clear that, in spite of 

UNFLATTEN A tool every MINISIS database manager is looking for. 

these proc,edures, differences between the 
"duplicate" data could not be avoided. Among users 
there was a growing urge to get rid of the duplicate 
information and to use only the holding information 
in the items database. This information should, 
however, be made visible and updatable from within 
the cataloguing record. It should be presented in the 
same way as before (e.g. as a repeatable subfielded 
field), but the information should be gathered from 
the different ITEM records. Besides the holding 
information, information about the availability of 
the copy, only recorded in the item records, should 
be presented as one of the subfielded fields. We 
used UNFLATTEN to do this. UNFLA I I EN 
enables us to present item information in the 
catalogue as a result of a join, i.e. in an integrated 
record. As is shown in Figure 5, the user will then 
experience the join as if a subfield with information 
about the availability of the copy has been added to 
the catalogue record. 

Figure 5 The integrated result 

Good, R.E. WIgnam, D.F. Simpson, R.L 
Freshwater wetlands er%tglcol processes and mano=ypotential 

Februad 1977 at Rutgers , New =Cilir,Tlen=.1 
New York (etc.) L Academic Press, 1978. - 378 p. (en) Freshwater 
weitand c Geological and management potential (February 1977; New 
bunemIck, Ne.y Jenny) 

102266 RINL 
- WIEN Hdb 10 
- 100 
- 

Duplicate information becomes redundant and can 
be banned from the system. The information is only 
recorded in the item records, but can be updated 
from within the cataloguing database, which has 
changed from a PS to a DS. 

For the cataloguing department there were hardly 
any changes to be made in the way they had to work 
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Peter van Boheemen 

since the item information can be treated as a 

normal subfielded field. 

UNFLATTEN 

How could we get MINISIS to present a join like 
this without causing "virtual" flattening ? To do so 
we developed the program UNFLATIEN. With 
this program and the MINIS'S feature to define 
'user defined data structures', we were able to make 
this join: i.e. between a standard MINISIS database 
as a left-hand component and a 'user defined 
database' as a right-hand component. 

When defining a database in the DATADICT 
processor, MINISIS allows one to build a user 
defined database as a database of a NON-MINISIS 
FILE-TYPE. When MINISIS opens, closes, reads 
from or writes to such a database, it uses the 
interfaces OPENUSERDB, CLOSEUSERDB, 
READUSERDB and WRITEUSERDB, 
respectively. These interfaces can be written by the 
user. 

The database defined as NON-MINISIS 
FILE-TYPE 2703, is an RD with only one 
subfielded field. According to MINISIS restrictions, 

it can only have 9 subfields. When opening this 
database, MINISIS will call for the interface 
OPENUSERDB by using file-type 2703. Our 
version of OPENUSERDB will open a parameter 
file. This parameter file will contain the name of the 
database to be joined and the correspondence 
between the defined subfields and the fields in the 
database to be joined. OPENUSERDB will 
subsequently start the program UNFLA I I EN, 
which will open this database. 

Our version of READUSERDB will tell 
UNFLAITEN to find all the records to be joined 
and present them as repeatable subfielded fields. 

WRITEUSERDB will present all occurrences of 
the subfielded field to UNFLATTEN, which will 
update any changes in the corresponding records of 
the right-hand database. 

CLOSEUSERDB will make UNFLA I I EN close 
the database to be joined and subsequently kill 
itself, once this is done successfully. 

We think we have created a very useful tool. It will 
make the powerful relational capabilities of 
MINISIS even more so. We hope that the Standard 
MINISIS Application of version H will allow the 
user to define this kind of join so our tool will 
become obsolete. 
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